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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The explosive dispersal of densely-packed metal particles in cylindrical RDX-based charges was studied numerically in support of experimental trials. Simulations were conducted using a reactive multiphase fluid dynamic code.

Fundamental studies using a large-scale explosive were performed to show scaling phenomena while avoiding potential initiation and critical diameter effects. Spherical tungsten particles were applied in high metal mass fraction cylindrical and spherical charges in two configurations: a particle matrix uniformly embedded in a solid explosive versus an annular shell of particles surrounding a high-explosive core. The effect of particle number density was investigated by varying the nominal particle diameter from 27 to 120 μm while maintaining a constant metal mass fraction. Results were compared with steel particles to evaluate the influence of material density on dispersal.

Preliminary laboratory-scale simulations were performed using the anticipated experimental configuration for the High Explosives R&D facility at Eglin AFB trials. The effect of particle size and density were investigated, and information to assist in the experiments was obtained. Results were consistent with the fundamental study involving the large-scale explosives, particularly the shape of the cylindrical dispersed dense particle slug, and the relative performance of the large and small particles.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Some heterogeneous explosive formulations consist of a condensed explosive surrounded by a dense metal particle layer. The dispersal of inert particles from a high explosive charge is investigated numerically in the current work. The modeling is motivated by an experimental effort at the High Explosives R&D facility at Eglin AFB that aims to simulate dispersal and afterburning effects using dense metal particles as casing surrogates. Modeling calculations are used to predict the arrival time and duration of the dispersed particle cloud including its time-varying concentration and velocity. This information will allow optimal configuration of the diagnostics and optics in order to avoid the obscuring effects of the fireball while capturing particle kinetic effects in the near field. Inert particles are the focus of the present work to study fundamentals and to calibrate equipment, while avoiding complexities introduced by reactive particle luminescence and reaction products in the flow field.
2.0 NUMERICAL METHODS

All simulations are performed using Chinook, a 3D parallel unstructured mesh CFD code for the simulation of time-accurate explosive events. This code, developed by Martec Limited, has been validated and used for spherical inert particle dispersal [1], cylindrical reactive particle scenarios [2] and multiphase explosions [3] featuring high metal mass fractions.

The governing equations are the Euler equations for conservation of mass, momentum, energy, material concentrations and particle number density (number of particles per unit volume). It features the second-order HLLC approximate Riemann solver [4, 5] which is used for both the fluid and particle phases, each of which has independent velocity and temperature fields. The Godunov-type solver can handle all sound speeds in a generalized Riemann solver framework for the condensed explosive, multicomponent detonation products, granular material, discrete particle system and air. The particle model developed in [1] is used, capable of simulating the solid flow from solid continuum to a highly dilute particle system, with the associated variance in sound speed (from 0 m/s to 10³ m/s). Gas-particle interactions are simulated using phase exchange source terms, which are based on traditional empirical correlations for drag (momentum), heat transfer (convection) and mass transfer (particle combustion). The governing equations and particle exchange source terms are described in [6, 7].

Equations of state (EOS) are required to model each material and to close the system of equations:

- Jones-Wilkens-Lee (JWL) for gaseous detonation products [10]; explosive fitting parameters calculated using Cheetah [11]
- Ideal Gas Law for surrounding atmosphere and air-blast (gamma = 1.4)
- Phenomenological EOS for solid particles (both dense and dilute) [1]

To account for early-time particle loading, momentum acceleration factors for shock interaction with packed metal particles are employed. The near-field dense granular heterogeneous flow effect is included in the governing equations and drag model; in the far field, drag is the main driving force within the expanding detonation product gases and air.
3.0 LARGE SCALE EXPLOSIVE DISPERsal

The effect of particle morphology and distribution were investigated through a series of 1D and 2D calculations. Although small-scale charges (25 – 250 g) are planned for the preliminary experiments at Eglin AFB, metalized explosive charge sizes of 2.5 and 20 kg are studied in this section to show dispersal phenomena while avoiding potential initiation and critical diameter effects. The explosive formulations considered are given in Table 1 (W = tungsten, Fe = steel).

Table 1: Metalized explosive charge composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comp</th>
<th>% vol.</th>
<th>% wt. A5/W</th>
<th>% wt. A5/Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A5 (98.5% RDX)</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>24.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>75.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 illustrates the charges investigated in the current study. In the first charge configuration, a matrix of metal particles is embedded uniformly in a solid high explosive, while in the second configuration an explosive core is surrounded by an annular shell of particles. Both 2.5 and 20 kg charges were analyzed. The charge outer diameters ranged from 5.7 to 9.0 cm for the 2.5 kg charge and from 11.4 to 18.0 cm for the 20 kg charge depending on configuration. The shell thickness was 10.3 and 21.0 mm in the 2.5 and 20 kg A5/tungsten spherical charges, respectively. For the cylinders, the charge length is twice the outer diameter. Because of the cylindrical charge aspect ratio, the spherical charge of the same mass has a smaller outer diameter.

Figure 1: Schematic of matrix and shell configurations. Initiation locations are indicated by red circles.
3.1 Spherical Explosive Dispersal

3.1.1 Particle Morphology Effects

The effect of particle material and diameter on the dispersal dynamics was investigated through 1D calculations involving spherical charges containing 27 and 120 μm diameter tungsten and steel particles. The metal particles were distributed in a uniform matrix throughout the charge, with voids filled with A5 explosive. This configuration is similar to that studied by Zhang et al. [1].

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of particle diameter and material. Due to greater inertia, the dispersed front of larger particles remains at nearly constant velocity longer than that of the smaller particles, which decelerate and are overtaken by the shock front. Charges containing steel particles have a faster shock speed and larger fireball indicating less momentum and energy transfer to the particles in their acceleration and heating as compared to the heavier tungsten particles of the same size. However, because of the lower steel particle inertia, large steel particles are dispersed ahead of the tungsten particles until \( r > 4.0 \) m, and small steel particles pass the same size tungsten particles at \( r = 1.3 \) m for the same explosive fraction.

![Wave diagram for 2.5 kg spherical matrix charges. Thick lines, 120 μm; thin lines, 27 μm; solid lines, tungsten; dashed lines, steel; black lines (no symbols), fireball; light blue lines, shock; and, black lines with symbols, particle front.](image)

3.1.2 Particle Distribution Effects

The effect of the distribution of particles within the charge was investigated for the same weight fraction of tungsten to A5 as that of the matrix charge specified in Table 1. The matrix configuration was compared with an annular particle shell surrounding the explosive core.
The blast performance of shell versus matrix configurations was previously studied for aluminized explosives in a chamber [3]. For metal particles in the shell configuration, the tap density was used to determine a metal volume fraction of 55.7% with the voids filled with air.

Figure 3 illustrates the wave diagram for the 2.5 kg spherical matrix and shell configurations. At early times in the near field, the particles overtake the shock front for the interval $0.3 < r < 1.0$ m. The time at which the particles cross the shock occurs later for the shell configuration than for the matrix, and the crossing distance is greater for increasing particle size.

For the matrix configuration relative to the shell configuration, the shock is slightly farther ahead and the fireball is larger. This is due to the detonation transitioning to an air blast immediately at the end of the charge, without the confinement effect of a dense particle bed. The shell configuration provided more confinement and the fireball recompression is more pronounced and occurs later as indicated in Figure 3. Consequently, the particles in the shell shocked by the detonation are 800 K hotter initially and the dispersed particles in the shell are up to 450 K hotter.

For both particle sizes in general, the far-field dispersed particle front from the matrix configuration is ahead of that for the shell configuration. One exception is the 20 kg charge with small particles, where the dispersed particles from the shell are ahead of the matrix for $r > 3.25$ m. Otherwise, the results obtained for the 20 kg charge exhibit similar behaviour to that of the smaller charge.
3.2 **CYLINDRICAL PARTICLE DISPERSAL**

Two-dimensional calculations were performed to calculate the dispersal of particles from centrally-initiated cylindrical charges. The blast flow field was expected to feature high directional dependence, particularly in the near-field. Results along a radial slice from the charge centre are compared with spherical dispersal results to study the effect of charge geometry on the blast (Figure 4). This comparison is not simply a change in the degree of blast expansion modelled in one dimension, but rather the full charge shape and expansion is resolved. Only a single cylindrical charge aspect ratio was simulated; results are expected to vary for other charge geometries.

The cylindrical charge has a faster particle front and shock velocity than the spherical result, despite having a smaller initial diameter. In both the spherical and cylindrical charges, the shock and particle fronts are faster for the matrix charges as compared with the shell configuration, although at later times the shock and particle fronts for the shell case eventually pass the equivalent matrix positions.

The cylindrical charge also shows a greater influence of particle distribution (shell versus matrix) on fireball size. The maximum fireball extent for the cylindrical matrix charge is approximately 1.2 m, the fireball extends only 0.6 m in the radial direction for the shell configuration. Reverberations in the fireball evident in the shell configuration are not as distinct in the matrix charge results due to a more diffusive multiphase flow field.

![Wave diagram for cylindrical dispersal of 2.5 kg tungsten charges (27 μm diameter). Thick lines, cylindrical charge; thin lines, spherical charge; solid lines, matrix; dashed lines, shell; black lines (no symbols), fireball; light blue lines, shock; and, black lines with symbols, particle front.](image)
Figure 5 shows the strong directional dependence of the cylindrical blast. In particular, the shell case has jetting of detonation products and merging of end shocks with that propagated through the shell. The dense slug of particles originating in the shell travels in a coherent chevron shape which has a confinement effect on the detonation products and the blast. This results in a slower shock speed and more limited radial fireball expansion when compared with the matrix results. In the case of the matrix configuration, the particle front is more dispersed through the domain, although the peak particle concentration is lower. As illustrated in Figure 5, regions of the particle front cross the shock front in the very near field, and result in a slight change in the fluid density ahead of the primary shock. The products jetting from the ends of the charge evident in the shell configuration is not present in the matrix configuration, where the resulting fireball has a shape consistent with a standard cylindrical high explosive charge. The shell versus matrix cylindrical results are also consistent with a previous investigation [3].

Figure 6 illustrates the particle concentration profile along a radial slice from the centre of both spherical and cylindrical charges, while Figure 7 illustrates the particle velocity results along the same lines. Both concentration and velocity are key parameters relevant to PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) measurement. As also shown in Figure 5, particles originating from a shell are concentrated in a dense slug, whereas the matrix particles are spread over three times the distance. The particle front speed for cylindrical charges is faster than for the spherical charges. While the particle front speed is initially greater for the matrix configuration, the particles configured in a shell eventually overtake the equivalent matrix position. This transition point occurs earlier for the cylindrical charges than for the spherical charges.

Figure 7 illustrates that the particle velocity decreases very quickly with radial distance, from approximately 800 m/s at $r = 1-1.5$ m to 175 m/s at $r = 4$ m, while the peak particle concentration decreases roughly 1-1.5 orders of magnitude over the same distance. Changing the particle diameter or material density has the most significant influence on the early-time particle velocity. At 8 ms, the particle velocity is the same for both particle sizes. From the matrix charge, particle velocities in the near-field are faster (50 m/s for 27 μm and 300 m/s for 120 μm), but are similar to the shell at later times.
Figure 5: Fluid density (colour) and particle concentration (lines – log) for 27 \( \mu \)m tungsten particles in 2.5 kg (top) shell and (bottom) matrix configurations. Shading indicates strength of density gradient.
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Figure 6: Concentration of dispersed 27 μm tungsten particles in 2.5 kg matrix and shell configurations at (left) t = 1.0 ms and (right) t = 8.0 ms.

Figure 7: Radial velocity distribution of 27 μm tungsten particles in 2.5 kg matrix and shell configurations at (left) t = 1.0 ms and (right) t = 8.0 ms.
4.0 PRELIMINARY LABORATORY-SCALE INVESTIGATIONS

A series of simulations were performed using the proposed configuration for the experimental trials to be performed at the High Explosives R&D facility at Eglin AFB. Only cylindrical A5 charges surrounded by an annular shell of metal particles were considered. Both tungsten and inert aluminum particles were simulated to investigate the effect of particle size and material density on the dispersal. Figure 8 illustrates the charges used in the experiments with nominal 200 g mass.

![Prepared experimental charges.](image)

4.1 EXPLOSIVE DETAILS

A schematic of the charge is given in Figure 9, with component mass fraction details of the three charges investigated listed in Table 2. All charges involve an A5 explosive core surrounded by a shell of monodisperse particles, with inter-particle voids filled with air. The explosive detonation is initiated by a small region of hot products on the centre axis at one end of the charge.

The volume fraction of air and metal in the shell is relatively constant throughout all charges (approximately 44% air and 56% metal), as is the explosive mass (10.5 g). The densities of A5, tungsten, and aluminum are assumed to be 1650 kg/m$^3$, 19250 kg/m$^3$, and 2700 kg/m$^3$, respectively.

![Charge dimensions in millimetres.](image)
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Table 2: Charge details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge Parameters</th>
<th>A5/W-27</th>
<th>A5/W-120</th>
<th>A5/A1-31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Particle Diameter (μm)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shell Composition (% vol)</td>
<td>Air</td>
<td>44.16</td>
<td>44.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>55.84</td>
<td>55.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Mass (g)</td>
<td>Explosive</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Metal</td>
<td>151.0</td>
<td>151.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 A5/W-27 Results

Select results for the A5/W-27 charge are illustrated in Figures 10-14. The early-time (1-10 ns) detonics phenomena are shown in Figure 10. This image illustrates the explosive detonation, normal and oblique shock transmission into the particle layer, and initial particle layer dispersal pattern. The form of the dispersed particle cloud is affected by both the asymmetric end initiation location, and the open ends of the charge. The spatial particle speed profile is given in Figure 11, and shows that maximum particle speeds of approximately 1500 m/s are located at the ends of the shell, while particle velocities are relatively constant along the outer length of the shell. There is a considerable velocity gradient present through the thickness of the particle cloud, as the particles on the outer edges of the shell are less confined and are thus accelerated more quickly by the shock.

Figure 10: Early-time explosive detonation and particle dispersal of A5/W-27. Flood indicates pressure level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m³ to 0.1 kg/m³ (log scale).
Figure 11: Early-time particle speed profile for A5/W-27. Flood indicates particle speed level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

Figure 12 illustrates the later-time (first millisecond) particle dispersal and shock pressures. The form of the dispersed particle cloud is quite different than the early-time form shown in Figure 10, with the maximum particle displacements occurring mid-length along the charge. This appears to be due to colliding waves along the charge center, and may be dependent on the charge aspect ratio.

Three coalescing shocks are evident in Figure 12, especially at the later times. These shocks originate from the initial expansion at the initiation end, the shock transmitted through the particle bed, and the transmitted shock out the far end of the tube. Differences in the speeds of these shocks due to changes in the particle bed condition (confinement) are examined in subsequent sections. The results indicate that the incident shock is followed by a second high pressure region at the leading edge of the particle slug, seen most prominently in Figure 12 at $t = 1.0610$ ms. This may be a ballistic effect, as the high-drag dense particle slug compresses the air ahead of it.

As shown in Figure 13, the peak particle speeds in the bulk of the slug have decayed to approximately half of the earlier-time speeds shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 12: Late-time particle dispersal and shock propagation of A5/W-27. Flood indicates fluid pressure level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

Figure 13: Late-time A5/W-27 particle speed. Solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

Numerical gauges were placed at 5 radial distances from the mid-length of the explosive cylinder ($r = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5$ and $0.75$ m). Figure 14 plots the pressure and particle number density (number of particles per cubic metre) histories at these locations. The pressure results show a fairly significant second peak, especially at the 0.4 to 0.75 m gauge locations. This second peak is the result of the ballistic shock discussed earlier.

With the definition of a “particle window”, number density information can be converted to determine the time-dependent number of particles passing through a volume for later comparison to experimental PIV data.
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Figure 14: Gauge histories for A5/W-27 (left) Pressure and (right) Particle number density

4.3 A5/W-120 RESULTS

In order to study the effect of particle diameter on the particle dispersal characteristics, simulations were performed with 120 μm tungsten particles while maintaining the same explosive and metal mass fractions. The explosive detonation and early-time dispersal pattern are illustrated in Figure 15. The larger particles require additional time to accelerate as compared to the smaller particles due to the greater inertia.

The resulting lower particle speeds are also very evident with a comparison of Figure 11 and Figure 16, which shows a drop in particle speed as compared with the smaller particles. The velocities in the centre of the slug range from approximately 200-300 m/s in the case of the 120 μm particles, compared with peak particle velocities of approximately 800 m/s at the same location in the 27 μm particle slug. The particle velocities through the thickness are also far more uniform than observed for the small diameter particles.
Figure 15: Early-time explosive detonation and particle dispersal of A5/W-120. Flood indicates fluid pressure level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log).

Figure 16: Early-time particle speed profile for A5/W-120. Flood indicates particle speed level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log).

The later-time pressure and particle concentration profiles for the A5/W-120 charge are illustrated in Figure 17. The radial shock speed is greater for the larger particle size due to lower overall drag forces compared to the smaller particles. Although the drag of an individual large particle is greater than the drag of a smaller particle, the total drag on a cloud of large diameter particles is lower than for an equal volume fraction of small particles, therefore influencing the strength of the shock transmitted through the particle layer.

While the radial shock strength is increased for the larger particles, the end shock speeds are reduced. It is hypothesized that this is due to the increased confinement effect of the small particles. Drag forces are greater for the shell of smaller particles, also resulting in a greater confining force. As a consequence of the greater confinement, higher strength and faster shocks expand from the ends of the charge in the case of the smaller diameter particles. This theory also explains the absence of the ballistic shock present in the small diameter results. Because of the lower particle cloud drag forces, the strength of the compression wave ahead of the particle cloud is also reduced.
Figure 17 also illustrates the reduced displacement of the large diameter particle cloud as compared with the cloud of small particles (Figure 12). The slug of small particles has high total drag forces and low inertia, and therefore the small particles are accelerated more quickly. These timeframes occur relatively early in the overall expansion, and it is anticipated that after sufficient time, the large diameter particles will overtake the small particle position, as shown fundamentally in Figure 1 ($r < 1$ m). As shown in Figure 18, the average particle speeds for the large diameter particles is still lower than the small particle speeds.

**Figure 17**: Late-time particle dispersal and shock propagation of A5/W-120. Flood colour indicates fluid pressure level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

**Figure 18**: Late-time A5/W-120 particle speed. Solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

Figure 19 gives the numerical gauge results for five measurement locations in the radial direction. The faster radial shock speed is evident when comparing to Figure 14, and the
second pressure peak due to the ballistic shock does not occur with the larger particles. The relative particle number density trends are very similar to the small particle results, however the number densities are several orders of magnitude lower due to the reduced number of particles in the shell. Specifically, there should be 90 times the number of smaller particles per unit volume as larger particles.

![Graphs showing gauge histories for A5/W-120 (left) Pressure and (right) Particle number density](image)

**Figure 19:** Gauge histories for A5/W-120 (left) Pressure and (right) Particle number density

### 4.4 A5/AL-31 Results

The effect of particle material density was investigated through simulations involving inert aluminum particles. The aluminum particles were modelled as inert to remove potential reactivity effects from the analysis and focus on particle material effects only. The 31 µm aluminum particles were of comparable size to the 27 µm tungsten particles, however represented only approximately 14% of the tungsten particle mass. Figure 20 illustrates the detonation propagation, oblique shock formation, and particle dispersal for the first 0.01 ms. The particle layer disperses much more quickly than in either of the tungsten cases, due to the reduced particle inertia. The particles have been dispersed to approximately twice their original radius before the detonation reaches the end of the charge. The particle speeds are approximately double those observed for the small tungsten particles, as shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 20: Early-time explosive detonation and particle dispersal of A5/Al-31. Flood indicates fluid pressure level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

Figure 21: Early-time particle speed profile for A5/Al-31. Flood indicates particle speed level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

Figure 22 illustrates the pressure and particle concentration contours for times between 0.01 and 1.0 ms. In contrast to the tungsten particle results, the aluminum particle cloud travels with the leading shock, with some particles travelling ahead of the shock. The results show leading trails of low concentration particles that begin at early time due to detonation pressures and dense drag forces at the corners of the shell. These may be numerical artifacts and should be investigated further. The radial shock speed is greater than for the 27 µm tungsten particles, and there appears to be lower confinement given the relative shock strengths along the axis of symmetry. This seems to indicate that the lower mass and lower inertia particle shell results in greater acceleration and a net decrease in the drag force.
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Figure 22: Late-time particle dispersal and shock propagation of A5/Al-31. Flood indicates fluid pressure level; solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).

Figure 23 illustrates the particle speeds at 0.36 ms. The aluminum results appear to show a large difference in velocity at the centre of the particle cloud between the inner and outer surfaces, however the area with large speed (approximately 1500 m/s) occurs in a region with a relatively low particle concentration.

Figure 23: Late-time A5/Al-31 particle speed. Solid lines denote particle concentration of 10 mg/m$^3$ to 0.1 kg/m$^3$ (log scale).
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The pressure and particle number density histories at five numerical gauge locations are plotted in Figure 24. The secondary shock which is most pronounced at 0.2 m appears to not be due to a ballistic-type shock as observed in the 27 μm tungsten case, but is due rather to a secondary recompression fluid shock (as seen in Figure 22). This wave may be stronger than in either of the tungsten cases as the particle cloud travels with the incident shock, and the second wave is not impeded by a lagging particle cloud.

Figure 24: Gauge histories for A5/Al-31 (left) Pressure and (right) Particle number density
5.0 DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS

In the current study, the explosive dispersal of densely-packed metal particles in cylindrical RDX-based charges was studied numerically in support of experimental trials. Simulations were conducted using Chinook, a reactive multiphase CFD code.

Fundamental studies involving large-scale explosives were performed to show scaling phenomena while avoiding potential initiation and critical diameter effects. Spherical tungsten particles were applied in high metal mass fraction cylindrical and spherical charges in two fundamental configurations: a particle matrix uniformly embedded in a solid explosive versus an annular shell of particles surrounding a high-explosive core. The effect of particle number density was investigated by varying the nominal particle diameter from 27 to 120 \( \mu \text{m} \) while maintaining a constant metal mass fraction. Results were compared with steel particles to evaluate the influence of material density on dispersal. The dispersal dynamics are recorded on wave diagrams and are observed at radial locations in terms of arrival time, velocity and particle concentration.

Preliminary laboratory-scale simulations were performed using the anticipated experimental configuration for the High Explosives R&D facility at Eglin AFB trials. The effect of particle size and density were investigated, and information to assist in the experiments was obtained. Results were consistent with the fundamental study involving the large-scale explosives, particularly the shape of the cylindrical dispersed dense particle slug, and the relative performance of the large and small particles.

Particle temperature information is available to estimate aluminum reactivity in blast flows. The influence of other factors such as particle shape, size distribution and initiation location may be investigated in the future. The initial momentum transfer is accounted for in the current simulations by applying a momentum acceleration factor to the particle drag force for a short duration during the detonics and near field phases. To improve the predictability of early time particle loading, the momentum acceleration factor developed for shock and detonation interaction with packed metal particles will be employed in the future.
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